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REMARKS ON DIFFERENCES EUCLIDE AND
NASIRADDIN TUSI GEOMETRIC

REPRESENTATIONS

Abstract

N.Tusi’s absolute service in development of geometry is recognized as refine-
ment of Euclidean statements and proofs. However, analysis of his Notes in the
book “Commentary to Euclide” – “Tahriru Uglidis” shows change of conceptual
and logical base of geometry during Tusi’s scientific effort.

Nasiraddin Tusi’s “Tahriru Uglidis” [2] written in the XIII century contains
Arabic translation of 15 books of Euclid “Principals” and commentary to them.
Analysis of the first three books enables to suppose that the refinement of proofs of
some theorems, variants of their proofs are not of fragmentary character, but they
testify evolution of logical and conceptual base of geometry, which are represented
significantly approximated to contemporary ones.

Comparative analysis of Notes helps, in addition, to understand the methodology
of Euclid school.

Note that we can compare Euclid “Principals” and “Tahriru Uglidis” (in the
true part, without commentary) conditionally, since we use Mordukhay-Boltovskii
Russian translation as more argued based on various lists of Greek text in Geyberg
edition, and the true part of “Tahriru Uglidis” is, in point of fact, Arabic translation
of Greek text, we can suppose the existence of true Greek list. But later on we’ll
name them Euclid “Principals” and “Tahriru Uglidis”.

In order to illustrate aforesaid we here consider Tusi’s Note to Proposition 9 of
Euclid first book.

Proposition 9. ”Bisect rectilinear angle”.
We cite Euclidean proof.
Let the angle BAC be given (fig. 1)

Fig.1.
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“We take on AB an arbitrary point D, take away straight line AE equaled AD
from AC, connect D with E, construct on DE equilateral triangle DEF (Proposition
1). Connect A with F”. Further it is confirmed that the angle BAC is bisected
halves by the straight line AF. It is proved on the basis of equality of the triangles
ADF and AEF.

Here some explanations should be done.
By Euclid as follows from analysis of the three first propositions, we circulate

the translation of segments – illicit operation (see Mordukhay-Boltovskiy principals
to Euclidean First book).

Therefore, he bases on earlier proved proposition 3: “From two given unequal
straight lines we take away large straight line equal to small one”.

Now we make proof of Proposition 9 in Tahriru Uglidis and commentary to them
(Note that the proof of propositions – this translation of proofs from “Principals”):

“We take on AB a point D, take away straight line AE equaled AD from the
point A. Connect D with E, construct on DE equilateral triangle DEF. The straight
line AF bisects the angle”.

Further the proof is similar to one cited by Euclid.
Nevertheless, the Tusi’s Proposition to Proposition 9 is especially important:
“for stringency I note that the point F must not necessarily lie between AB and

AC. The point F can lie on one of these straight lines or exterior to angle”.
Tusi considers the last two cases and gives the proof of impossibility of each of

them.
Take into account the fact that in Tusi’s text Tusi replaces the operation “take

away” (that is connected with repetition of construction of Proposition 3) by “put
off” that suggests ideal possibility to transfer the segment that is impossible by
Euclid ideology.

At construction of the equilateral triangle on EFD Euclid bases on Proposition
1.

“To construct equilateral triangle on the given bounded straight line”.
Procedure of construction is as follows (fig.2)

Fig.2.

“From center A with opening AB we describe the circle BCD (postulate 2) and
further by the opening BA from center B we describe the circle ACE (postulate 3)
from point in which circles intersect each other (in fact this point is intersection of
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circumferences of these circles), we lead connecting straight lines CA and CB to the
points A and B (postulate 1)”

We now note that postulate 3 cited by Euclid says: “and from any center and
by any opening we can describe a circle”.

Postulate 3 allows to describe from the given point A of Circle of radius (segment)
equaled to the given segment AB beginning at the point A.

In Tusi’s text this postulate has formulation: “From each point of any radius we
can draw a circumference”.

It should noted that by Euclid the basic notion from two “circle-circumference”
is a circle.

Definition 15. “The circle is a plane figure contained inside of one line on
which all straight lines falling from one point inside of figure are equal between each
other”.

In the corresponding place Tusi represents : “this point is a center of circumfer-
ence”.

In many places (see for example, book III) where Euclid uses “circle”, Tusi
replaces “circle” by “circumference”.

Euclid has not special term for circumference, but has the term “surround” (as
no concept of arc, and only “sector surround”, surround – boundary of a circle, i.e.
he separates two essences: inside of a circle and outside of it)

We draw attention to Note to proposition 9.
If to repeat the procedure of construction of equilateral triangle on ED according

to above mentioned proposition 1, then the determination of the point F inside
of angle is obvious (in accordance with intuitively deductive positions of Euclid
geometry). Why did Tusi have some doubts regardingo it?

The fact is that Euclid recognizes the existence of only such objects that can be
constructed. At that the construction doesn’t suppose construction with the help of
compasses or ruler, but is based on some intuitive representations.

Tusi seemingly recognizes ideal existence abstracted from construction proce-
dure.

Symbolically: by Euclid the existence of the object A means the proposition
∃αα (A), where α is some construction, by Tusi this is ∃A (i.e., logically derived
proof, but at that in the first case it is require a lot of information which supposes
logical and practical constructions. Passage to the second position moves accent
to deductive rules, and requires logical strictness. Hence it arises Tusi’s note on
trichotomy: AF belongs to one of lines AB and AC, or AF belongs to inside of the
angle ABC or F belongs to outside of angle.

Thus, this analysis enables us to speak on changes of geometrical representations
in Tusi’s epoch. All above mentioned can to allow to reconstruct blank in history of
evolution of geometrical representations from Euclid to Lejandre [3].
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